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Discover overview
With Discover, you can find and maintain an inventory of interfaces. By installing the
Tanium™ Client on your endpoints, you can actively monitor the local subnet, detecting
unmanaged interfaces. You can then perform the following tasks:

l Get real-time information about unmanaged interfaces on your network.

l Block unmanaged interfaces from network access.

Interfaces are unique media access control (MAC) addresses. An endpoint with multiple
network interface controllers (NICs) displays as multiple interfaces in Discover.

Managed interfaces are on endpoints that have the Tanium Client running and are
managed by Tanium. Unmanaged interfaces are on the network but do not have the
Tanium Client running.

Managed endpoints scan for or detect unmanaged interfaces at configurable intervals.
Discover queries endpoints for updated detection data periodically. New information is
immediately available. The detection process provides continuous scanning without impact
to network operations.

Unmanaged interface discovery

Create profiles to detect interfaces that are on the network but not under Tanium
management. Each profile consists of a set of network inclusions and exclusions, a
discovery method, and schedule information. You can configure multiple profiles to cover
different parts of the network. For more information, see Discovering unmanaged
interfaces on page 24.

Interface management

Organize interfaces by applying locations or labels. View statistics about interfaces over
time.

Locations

Assign interfaces to geographic, physical, or logical locations. Define a hierarchy of network
addresses, network address translation (NAT) addresses, and locations. Addresses can
consist of an IP, IP range, or classless inter-domain routing (CIDR) address. After the
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hierarchy is defined, locations are matched with the interfaces during the import process of
a discovery scan. For more information, see Locations on page 36.

Labels

Labels include descriptive information or metadata that you can use to identify and group
interfaces. Then, you can classify or search for interfaces based on the labels. You can also
automatically apply labels or ignore interfaces based on a specifically defined set of
conditions. For more information about labels, see Labels on page 40.

Statistics

With module sources for Discover in Tanium™ Trends, you can create boards that show
interface statistics and module health over time. For more information, see Tanium Trends
User Guide: Building and publishing boards.

Blocking

Use the Tanium™ Network Quarantine shared service to set up a network access control
(NAC) that can block by IP or MAC address as a built-in action of Discover.

For more information, see Block network access with Network Quarantine on page 52.

Notifications

Discover records the following events:

l Found an unmanaged interface

l Found a new managed endpoint

l Lost an interface

With a connection in Tanium™ Connect, Discover can send these events to a destination,
such as security information and event management (SIEM) system, email, or file. For more
information about configuring the Discover notifications connection, see Configure event
notifications on page 49.

This documentationmay provide access to or information about content, products (including hardware and software), and services provided by third
parties (“Third Party Items”).With respect to suchThird Party Items, Tanium Inc. and its affiliates (i) are not responsible for such items, and expressly
disclaim all warranties and liability of any kind related to suchThird Party Items and (ii) will not be responsible for any loss, costs, or damages incurred
due to your access to or use of suchThird Party Items unless expressly set forth otherwise in an applicable agreement between you and Tanium.

Further, this documentationdoes not require or contemplate the use of or combinationwith Taniumproducts with any particular Third Party Items and
neither Taniumnor its affiliates shall have any responsibility for any infringement of intellectual property rights caused by any such combination. You, and

https://docs.tanium.com/trends/trends/building_publishing_boards.html
https://docs.tanium.com/trends/trends/building_publishing_boards.html
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not Tanium, are responsible for determining that any combinationof Third Party Itemswith Taniumproducts is appropriate and will not cause infringement
of any third party intellectual property rights.
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Getting started
1. Install Tanium Discover.

If you are installing for the first time, see Installing Discover on page 18.
If you are upgrading from a previous version, see Upgrading from previous versions
of Discover on page 21.

2. Configure discovery so that you can find unmanaged interfaces.
For more information, see Discovering unmanaged interfaces on page 24.

3. Organize endpoints and interfaces with locations and labels. For more information,
see Managing interfaces on page 36.

4. Export data from Discover, either to show data in another location or to block and
unblock network interfaces with a NAC. For more information, see Exporting Discover
data on page 47.
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Discover requirements
Review the requirements before you install and use Discover.

Tanium dependencies

In addition to a license for the Discover product module, make sure that your environment
also meets the following requirements.

Component Requirement

Platform Version 7.2 or later

Tanium Client Version 6.0.314.1442 or later

Tanium Connect Version 3.2 or later (Optional; for exporting Discover data)

Tanium Network Quarantine Version 1.0.2 or later (Optional; for network blocking)

Tanium Trends Version 2.3 or later (Optional; for creating boards with Discover
statistics)

Tanium™ Module Server

Discover is installed and runs as a service on the Module Server host computer. The impact
on Module Server host computer sizing is minimal and depends on usage. Contact your
Technical Account Manager (TAM) for details.

Endpoints

Managed endpoints perform discovery scans. The following table shows the discovery
methods that are supported for different endpoint operating systems.

Level 1
(ARP cache)

Level 1 (Interface
Connections)

Level 2 (Simple
Ping Script)

Level 3/4
(Nmap)

Windows 1

Linux

macOS

Solaris 2

Table 1: Supported platforms per discovery method
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Level 1
(ARP cache)

Level 1 (Interface
Connections)

Level 2 (Simple
Ping Script)

Level 3/4
(Nmap)

AIX 2

1 For level 3 and 4 discovery on Windows 2003 Server and Windows XP, level 2 discovery is used.

2 For level 3 and 4 discovery on Solaris and AIX, level 2 discovery is used because Nmap is not
supported on these platforms.

Host and network security requirements

Specific ports and processes are needed to run Discover.

Ports

The following ports are required for Discover communication.

Component Port Direction Service Purpose

Module Server 17446 Loopback Discover Internal purposes; not externally
accessible

17447 Loopback Discover Internal purposes; not externally
accessible

Security exclusions

If security software is in use in the environment to monitor and block unknown host system
processes, your security administrator must create exclusions to allow the Tanium
processes to run without interference.

Target Device Process

Module Server <Module Server>\services\discover\node.exe

<Module Server>\plugins\content\discover-
proxy\proxyplugin.exe

<Module Server>\services\twsm-v1\twsm.exe

Endpoints (Windows) C:\Program Files\Npcap (Level 3 and 4 profiles only)

<Tanium Client>Tools\Discover\nmap\nmap.exe (Level
3 and 4 profiles only)

Table 2: Discover security exclusions
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Target Device Process

Endpoints (macOS, Linux) <Tanium Client>/Tools/Discover/nmap/nmap (Level 3
and 4 profiles only)

Internet URLs

If security software is deployed in the environment to monitor and block unknown URLs,
your security administrator must whitelist the following URLs:

l content.tanium.com

User role requirements

Role-based access control (RBAC) permissions control access to the Discover workbench.
The predefined roles are Discover Service Account, Discover Admin, Discover User, and
Discover Read Only User.

Permission

Discover
Service
Account

Discover
Administrator
1

Discover
User

Discover
Read
Only
User

Show Discover

View managed and unmanaged
interfaces

Discover Asset Read

View lists of managed and
unmanaged interfaces, export
data from interface tables

Discover Asset Write

Apply or remove label on an
interface

Table 3: Discover user role permissions
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Permission

Discover
Service
Account

Discover
Administrator
1

Discover
User

Discover
Read
Only
User

Discover Tag Write

Create or remove labels

Discover Manual Import Execute

Import interfaces manually with
the Discover Unmanaged
Interfaces button

Discover Settings Write

Edit Discover settings, manage
profiles

Discover Profile Write

Create, edit, and delete Discover
profiles

Discover Profile Read

View the configured Discover
profiles

Discover Action Group Read

View the discover action group

1
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Permission

Discover
Service
Account

Discover
Administrator
1

Discover
User

Discover
Read
Only
User

Discover Location Permissions Write

Define locations and
corresponding permissions for
user groups

Discover Components Manage

Manage backend components,
including Discover action groups
and computer groups

1 The Content Administrator reserved role is required to edit the Discover action group.

Permission Role
type

Content
set for
permission

Discover
Service
Account

Discover
Administrator

Discover
User

Discover
Read
Only
User

Read User Micro
Admin

Read Computer
Group

Micro
Admin

Write Computer
Group

Micro
Admin

Ask Dynamic
Questions

Advanced

Execute Plugin Advanced Discover
Content

Table 4: Provided Discover Micro Admin and Advanced user role permissions
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Permission Role
type

Content
set for
permission

Discover
Service
Account

Discover
Administrator

Discover
User

Discover
Read
Only
User

Read Action Advanced Discover
Content

Read Own Action Advanced Discover
Content

Read Package Advanced Discover
Content

Read Saved
Question

Advanced Discover
Content

Read Sensor Advanced Discover
Content

Read Sensor Advanced Reserved

Write Action Advanced Discover
Content

Write Package Advanced Discover
Content

Write Saved
Question

Advanced Discover
Content

Role Enables

Connect User For signed in user: 

l Configure connections for Discover notifications

l Configure connections for exporting interface reports

For service account: 

l Send Discover notifications

Administrator l Create Trends boards from Discover sources

Table 5: Optional roles for Discover
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Role Enables

Network Quarantine User l View quarantined interfaces on Interfaces pages

l Quarantine and unquarantine interfaces

Network Quarantine Read Only User l View quarantined interfaces on Interfaces pages
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Installing Discover
You can install Discover from the Tanium Solutions page.

Before you begin

l Read the release notes.

l Review the Discover requirements on page 11.

l Review upgrade notes if you are upgrading from a previous version of Discover. See
Upgrading from previous versions of Discover on page 21.

l Assign the correct roles to users for Discover. Review the User role requirements on
page 13.

l To import the Discover solution, you must be assigned the Administrator
reserved role.

l To configure the Discover action group, you must be assigned the Content
Administrator reserved role.

Install Discover solution

Import Discover from the Tanium Solutions page. You must be assigned the Administrator
reserved role.

1. From the Main menu, click Tanium Solutions.

2. Under Tanium Discover, click Import.

Note: Tanium Discover is a licensed solution. If Tanium Discover is not on the
Tanium Solutions page, contact your Technical Account Manager (TAM).

3. In the Content Import Preview window, you can expand the package to review the
Tanium content that is being installed. Click Proceed with Import.

4. After the installation process completes, refresh your browser.

5. From the Main menu, click Discover. The Discover home page is displayed.

Verify installation

From the Discover Home page, click information . Confirm that the Service Version and
Workbench Version are at the same and expected numbers.

https://kb.tanium.com/Category:Tanium_Discover
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Configure service account

The service account is a user that runs several background processes for Discover. This
user must have the following roles and access configured:

l Tanium Administrator or Discover Service Account role.

l Access granted to computer groups on which Discover is going to scan.

l (Optional) Connect User role to send Discover event notifications with Tanium
Connect.

To update the service account from the Discover Home page, click Settings , and open
the Set up service account tab. Update the service account settings and click Save. The
service account that is being used is displayed on both the Discover home page and in the
service account configuration tab.

For more information about Discover privileges, see Discover requirements on page 11.

Add computer groups to Discover action group

To run scans, endpoints must have the Discover tools installed. Importing the Discover
module automatically creates an action group to target specific endpoints. Select the
computer groups to include in the Discover action group. By default, Discover targets No
Computers. For the best results, use All Computers.

To configure the action group, you must be assigned the Content Administrator reserved
role.

1. From the Discover Home page, in the Required Configuration section, click the
Configure Action Group step and click Configure Action Group.

2. Select the computer groups that you want to include in the action group. If you select
multiple computer groups, choose an operand (AND or OR) to combine the groups.

3. (Optional) In the All machines currently included in this action group section, review
the included endpoints.

Note: These results might take a few moments to populate.

4. Click Save.
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Configure import frequency

(Optional) Configure the import frequency. This setting determines how often the results
from running discovery methods are imported to the Interfaces pages.

From the Discover Home page, click Settings and go to the Global Settings tab. Edit the
Import Frequency setting.

What to do next

See Getting started on page 10 for more information about configuring scanners and
managing interfaces.
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Upgrading from previous versions of
Discover
If you installed previous versions of Discover, complete the following migration activities.

Upgrade Discover

To upgrade to Discover 3.0, you must have Discover 2.10 or later. If you are using a release
prior to 2.10, contact your TAM.

1. From the Main menu, click Tanium Solutions.

2. In the Discover section, click Upgrade to Version.

3. Review the list of saved actions, packages, and sensors. Most are overwritten during
the upgrade process. Click Proceed with Import.

4. To confirm the upgrade, return to the Tanium Solutions page and check the Installed
version for Discover.

5. The Discover actions are re-created during upgrade. If you have action approval
enabled, you must approve these actions again. From the Main menu, click Actions
> Actions I Can Approve. For more information, see Using action approval.

Configure Discover action group

You can now configure an action group that deploys tools to specific computer groups. For
more information, see Add computer groups to Discover action group on page 19.

Networking mapping tools, such as Npcap are now only distributed to endpoints when a
scan is scheduled.

Delete old action groups

IMPORTANT: When you upgrade Discover, the existing scheduled actions for
discovery methods are removed automatically.

You must upgrade the old discovery methods to use profiles. Profiles use the Tanium
Discover action group. Action groups that were used in previous versions of Discover are
not deleted automatically upon upgrade.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/action_approval.html
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1. From the Main menu, click Actions > Scheduled Actions.

2. Delete the empty action groups. Delete the following groups: 
l Discover ARP

l Discover Connected to All

l Discover NMap

l Discover Ping

Click the action group name. Verify that no actions are associated with the action
group. Click Delete, then click Delete Action Group.

IMPORTANT: The Tanium Discover action group is used with Discover 3.0. Do
not delete this action group.

Migrate discovery method configurations to profiles

Discover 3.0 changes the configuration and targeting of discover scans. Before 3.0, you
deployed a discovery method to a computer group and then configured exclusions
separately. With Discover 3.0, you create a profile that includes network inclusions and
exclusions, discovery method, and schedule. For more information about profiles, see
Configure profiles on page 28.

After you upgrade to Discover 3.0, you can migrate existing configured discovery methods
to profiles.

1. From the Discover menu, click Profiles.

2. In the Discovery Methods (Legacy) section, review the suggested profiles. To create
any of these profiles, click Create This Profile.

3. Review the configured settings for the profile and click Create.
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4. When you are done migrating the legacy discovery methods to profiles, click Delete
All Methods to remove the remaining suggestions for migration and the Discovery
Methods (Legacy) section.

Note: If the legacy discovery method uses the Override setting on the scan window,
this setting gets overridden when you import a new version of Discover. When a new
version of the Discover tools is deployed to the endpoints, the scan window gets
reset and the previous scan data is deleted. Scans occur immediately.

Review behavior changes

Tanium™ Network Quarantine for block and unblock actions

If you previously configured network blocking and unblocking with Tanium™ Connect,
consider using Tanium™ Network Quarantine instead. Network Quarantine integrates with
Discover and supports blocking by IP or MAC addresses. Palo Alto Networks Layer 3
Firewall and Cisco Identity Services Engine (ISE) are the supported NACs. For more
information, see Tanium Network Quarantine User Guide.

https://docs.tanium.com/network_quarantine/network_quarantine/index.html
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Discovering unmanaged interfaces
Discovery scans are performed by endpoints that are running the Tanium Client and have
Discover tools installed. After identifying unmanaged interfaces, you can install the Tanium
Client to bring the interfaces under management by the Tanium Server.

Profiles

Use profiles to define properties for scanning the network, including network inclusions
and exclusions, discovery methods, and a scan schedule. You can create multiple profiles.

Discovery method impact

Before you configure a profile, you must understand the impact of the different discovery
methods. Passive discovery methods use existing information on the endpoints to find
interfaces. Active discovery methods perform network scanning.

You can use four levels of discovery. Lower levels are more passive, have less network
impact, but provide a limited set of information. Higher levels perform active scans on the
network, but provide more information about unmanaged interfaces, such as host name
and operating system.

Profile configuration

You can create multiple profiles that include passive and active discovery methods. Each
profile is scoped by different network inclusions, exclusions, and schedules. With an active
discovery method, you might choose to scope the discovery to run on a specific subnet a
few times a day. Because passive discovery methods have less network impact, you might
choose to scope the discovery to scan a broader part of the network every hour.

Work with your Technical Account Manager (TAM) to ensure that you fully understand the
impact before you deploy a profile.

Level 1 (ARP cache and interface connections)

Level 1 discovery is a passive discovery method that combines ARP cache and interface
connections discovery. No endpoints are scanned with level 1 discovery because the results
are returned from the local ARP cache on each endpoint.
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All IPs that are in ARP cache are included in the scan results, limited to the locally
configured subnet mask, up to a /22 range (1024 IP addresses). Discover caps scan ranges
at the /22 range. Subnet masks lower than a /22 range do not get all the results returned
because of the high number of IP addresses. A /16 range can return up to 65,536 IP
addresses.

The interface connections method sends actions to the endpoints to trigger the collection
of all current IP connections that are on each managed endpoint. Then, the related
MAC address is resolved by looking up the interfaces in the local Address Resolution
Protocol (ARP) cache.

Value on Interfaces pages: arp, connected

Level 2 (Simple ping script)

The level 2 discovery method uses a simple ping script discovery method to find
unmanaged interfaces.

When level 2 discovery is initiated on a managed endpoint, the scan range is calculated
based on its peers in the linear chain. See Scan range calculation on page 27 for more
information.

After the range is calculated, the scanning package pings the targeted IP addresses with an
Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) ping. Pings without a response take 3 seconds.
Pings that return a response take much less time. After the scanning package finds
interfaces, the simple ping script resolves host names. Isolated endpoints are not scanned
by default. Isolated endpoints are endpoints that are on an isolated subnet, or appear to
be on an isolated subnet because the endpoint has no peers. For more information about
isolated subnets, see Tanium Client Deployment Guide: Configure "isolated subnets". To
enable scanning of isolated endpoints, deselect the Isolated Subnets/Systems option when
you configure the discovery method.

When the results are imported, the Discover service checks to see if the interface is
managed or unmanaged. The MAC address and Manufacturer are also resolved as a part of
the import process.

The simple ping script discovery causes a small amount of network traffic over time. You
might choose to run it on a smaller part of the network or at a longer schedule interval.

When you configure level 2 discovery on a sparsely populated network, set the schedule
Frequency setting to an hour or more to prevent scans from overlapping. If scans overlap,
data is never gathered for the upper end of the scan range.

https://docs.tanium.com/client/client/client_peering.html#IsolatedSubnets
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Value on Interfaces pages: script

Level 3 (Nmap scan with host discovery)

The level 3 discovery method uses Network Mapper (Nmap) utility on each endpoint to find
information about network interfaces.

When level 3 discovery is initiated on an endpoint, the scan range is calculated based on its
peers in the linear chain. See Scan range calculation on page 27 for more information.

Nmap scan host discovery finds unmanaged interfaces by automatically distributing a
scanning package to the Tanium managed endpoints. This package consists of drivers,
libraries, and executable files. Then, an Nmap scan runs with an ARP broadcast scan only. If
an ARP reply to the target is found, the endpoint is listed as available. No operating system
or open port information is returned about the interfaces. Because level 3 discovery
performs an ARP broadcast, you might see a spike in network activity at the beginning of
the scan.

Endpoint files: The Nmap discovery method installs the following files on the endpoint. For
more information about exclusions that might need to be enabled for Nmap, see Discover
requirements on page 11.

l nmap.exe: Runs scanning operations from the <Tanium
Client>\Tools\Discover\nmap directory.

l npcap-0.99-r6-oem.exe and vcredist_x86.exe: Run on the endpoint and
add libraries and drivers that Nmap requires. These executable files run out of the
<Tanium Client>\Downloads\Action_<action_id> directory. Npcap is
loaded on demand and is available to only admin users on the endpoint. On
Windows endpoints, Npcap files are installed in the C:\Program Files\Npcap
directory.

Nmap is not supported on Windows 2003 Server, Windows XP, AIX, and Solaris. If level 3
scanning is configured for endpoints on these platforms, the endpoints perform level 2
scans.

Value on Interfaces pages: nmap

Level 4 (Nmap scan with host discovery and OS fingerprinting)

Like the level 3 discovery method, level 4 also uses Nmap to find unmanaged interfaces.
Level 4 discovery also includes OS fingerprinting, which scans 1000 commonly used
TCP ports on each endpoint. In the profile settings, you can configure a preferred source
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port from which the scan runs on endpoints, and the target endpoint ports. The value of
the OS Generation field is a “best guess” from Nmap, and is not displayed for managed
interfaces.

Endpoint files: The Nmap discovery method installs the following files on the endpoint. For
more information about exclusions that might need to be enabled for Nmap, see Discover
requirements on page 11.

l nmap.exe: Runs scanning operations from the <Tanium
Client>\Tools\Discover\nmap directory.

l npcap-0.99-r6-oem.exe and vcredist_x86.exe: Run on the endpoint and
add libraries and drivers that Nmap requires. These executable files run out of the
<Tanium Client>\Downloads\Action_<action_id> directory. Npcap is
loaded on demand and is available to only admin users on the endpoint. On
Windows endpoints, Npcap files are installed in the C:\Program Files\Npcap
directory.

Nmap is not supported on Windows 2003 Server, Windows XP, AIX, and Solaris. If level 4
scanning is configured for endpoints on these platforms, the endpoints perform level 2
scans.

Value on Interfaces pages: nmap

Scan range calculation

With level 2-4 discovery methods, scans run only in the gaps between the managed
interfaces. Scanning only in the gaps eliminates many of the common issues with network
scanners that generate significant network traffic and trigger alarms in intrusion prevention
systems (IPS) and firewalls.

Typically, endpoints perform forward scans to avoid overlaps in scanning from other
endpoints. Review the following scenarios to fully understand how scan ranges are
calculated.

Scenario: Endpoint has forward and backward peers

A managed endpoint at address 192.168.1.10 has a forward peer at address 192.168.1.20
and a backward peer at address 192.168.1.5.

A forward scan occurs from 192.168.1.11 to 192.168.1.19. Because the IP address has
backward peer, a backward scan is not performed.
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Scenario: Endpoint has forward peer but no backward peer

A managed endpoint at address 192.168.1.10 has a forward peer at address 192.168.1.20,
but no backward peer.

A forward scan occurs from 192.168.1.11 to 192.168.1.19. Because the endpoint has no
backward peer, a backward scan from 192.168.1.1 to 192.168.1.9 is performed.

A scan occurs from 192.168.1.1 to 192.168.1.19 (excluding the origin endpoint:
192.168.1.10).

Configure profiles

Discover profiles enable scans for unmanaged interfaces to occur on a defined schedule.

Before you begin

l To scan portions of the network, you must know the IP ranges or the networks that
you want to scan. Verify that the Discover service account has access to the networks
that are configured as inclusions in the profile.

l (Optional) Create a locations file to map physical locations to discovered interfaces.
Assign users to specific locations to limit access to interface data to specific user
groups. You can configure locations at any time because the locations are evaluated
every time a discover scan completes. Configure locations as inclusions or exclusions
in scans. For more information, see Locations on page 36.

Create profile

1. Add a profile. From the Discover menu, click Profiles. Click Create Profile.

2. Configure targeting. Targeting specifies the networks to include and exclude from the
scan.

a. Scan Inclusions: Specify networks that you want to scan.
Typically, choose All Networks to include the broadest results. The All
Networks option scans all networks that are accessible to the endpoints that
are configured for the Discover action group. For the best results, configure the
Discover action group to include all computers. For more information, see Add
computer groups to Discover action group on page 19.
To run scans on endpoints that are only in certain networks, select Specific
Networks, then click .
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With this selection, results outside the scope of the selected networks are not
included in the final report.

b. Scan Exclusions: Specify networks that you want to exclude from scans.
Endpoints on these networks do not perform scans, and no results are
returned from endpoints on these networks.

c. Discovery Method Select a discovery method (level 1-4) and whether you want
to include host name lookup. Host name resolution consumes some network
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resources, even with lower impact discovery methods.

3. Configure the scan schedule and scan window.
a. Schedule: The schedule defines how often to run the scan and how long to take

to distribute the scan tools to endpoints. If you are using level 2 discovery, set
the Frequency to an hour or more to ensure that the next scan does not begin
before the current scan completes..

b. Scan Window (Windows, Mac, and Linux endpoints only): Configure specific
times to run the discovery process
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on your endpoints. If a scan is scheduled to run outside the scan window,
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nothing is run as a part of the scan.
The time can either be the local endpoint time of the Tanium Client, or the local
time of the Tanium user that is configuring the profile. For example, you can
choose Local Endpoint Time and create a scan configuration to scan your
endpoints daily, but restrict the scans to run during non-business hours, such
as from 6:30 PM to 11:30 PM. If some of your endpoints are offline during the
scan window, you can choose the Override option to scan any endpoints that
have a scan age older than a specified amount of time, in hours or days.
The Duration of the scan window must be greater than or equal to the
Frequency plus Distribute Over settings in the schedule section. If the value is
set to less than the sum of these values, some endpoints never scan.

4. Click Create.

Discovery process

After you save a profile, the following actions occur: 

1. Scheduled actions are created for the profile: Discover Content - Execute Scan
[profile_name] and Discover Content - Execute Scan for non-Windows [profile_
name].

2. Scans run according to the defined schedule.

3. Results of discovery scans are imported into Discover at the Import Frequency that
you defined.

Scan results

After you discover interfaces, the Interfaces pages list the interfaces with the following
icons: 

ll : Managed interfaces that have Tanium Client installed.

l : Unmanaged interfaces that do not have Tanium Client installed, but might be a
candidate for a Tanium Client installation.

l : Unmanageable interfaces are on devices that cannot run the Tanium Client. By
default, unmanageable interfaces have an OS Platform that is not supported by the
Tanium Client, defined by the Unmanageable OS Platforms predefined automatic
label. Unmanageable interfaces are not included in the managed and unmanaged
interface statistics.
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Force import of scan results

Instead of waiting for the Import Frequency time to pass, you can force an import of the
most recent scan results.

1. Go to the Discover Home page.

2. In the Required Configuration section, click Create Profiles then Reimport Scan
Results. When you click this button:

n Level 1 profile scan results are collected and imported.

n Level 2, 3, and 4 results are collected. If these methods are not active on
the endpoints, no results are collected.

IMPORTANT: Clicking Reimport Scan Results does not force the execution
of a level 2, 3, or 4 scan. The results for those methods are gathered if
they are already distributed and active on the endpoints.

What to do next

l To troubleshoot problems with scans, see Troubleshooting on page 53.

l Manage your interfaces with labels. For more information, see Managing interfaces
on page 36.

l Configure notifications for Discover events. For more information, see Configure
event notifications on page 49.

Reference: Data by discovery method

Level 1 Level
2

Level
3

Level
4

Returned
for
managed
interfaces

Computer ID

Discovery Method

First Seen

Hostname

Table 6: Information returned on interface pages for each discovery method
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Level 1 Level
2

Level
3

Level
4

Returned
for
managed
interfaces

IP Address

Labels

Labels are applied to interfaces after they
are imported by a discovery method. For
more information, see Labels.

n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Last Discovered

The last time the interface was found
with simple ping script, interface
connections or Nmap scan discovery
methods. This attribute does not get
applied to managed interfaces or
interfaces found with ARP cache
discovery. This attribute is used to
determine when an interface is flagged as
Lost.

(connected
results
only)

Last Managed

The last time that the interface was
returned as a managed interface. This
attribute is used to determine when an
interface is flagged as Lost.

Last Seen

The last time the interface was found
with any discovery method. All discovery
methods return this value. This attribute
is not used to determine when an
interface is flagged as Lost.

Mac Address
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Level 1 Level
2

Level
3

Level
4

Returned
for
managed
interfaces

Manufacturer

The network card manufacturer, derived
from the MAC address.

NAT IP Address

Open Ports

The most common 1000 ports that get
scanned by Nmap, or from a list of ports
provided in the discovery method
configuration.

OS Generation

(Nmap only) A "best guess" of OS version
from OS fingerprinting. Consider carefully
if you choose OS Generation as a label
condition. OS generation is not displayed
for managed interfaces.

OS Platform

The operating system.

Unmanageable

Unmanageable interfaces are on devices
that cannot run the Tanium Client. By
default, unmanageable interfaces have an
OS Platform that is not supported by the
Tanium Client, defined by the
Unmanageable OS Platforms predefined
automatic label.
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Managing interfaces
Organize interfaces by applying locations or labels. Locations are a user-defined hierarchy
of networks and physical locations. Labels are attributes that are added to the interface
based on a set of conditions, and you can set actions to ignore, purge, mark
unmanageable, or send notifications on the interfaces that match the conditions of the
label.

Locations

You can group discovered interfaces by mapping subnets to geographic or physical
locations. After you map the network address and network address translation (NAT)
address (CIDR, IP, or IP range) to your own hierarchy of locations, you can see information
about how many devices are at a location on the Interfaces pages. You can also assign
access to network interface information to Tanium user groups.

Create location spreadsheet

Import locations by creating a comma-separated values (CSV) file. This file must be UTF-8
encoded.

CSV HEADER

The first row of the CSV file must contain at least three headers: Network, NAT, and at least
one location column. You can have multiple headers for location to create a hierarchy of
location information. The naming of the headers does not need to follow a certain pattern,
but the first two columns must contain Network and NAT values.

CSV VALUES

l Network column: Values in the network column can contain a mix of CIDR and
IP ranges.

l NAT column (optional): Values in the NAT column can contain a mix of CIDR and
IP ranges. This column must exist in the CSV file, but the values can be left blank by
using "" as the value.

l Locations columns: Headers and values for the locations are user-defined and
generally go from largest geographical location (country, region) to smallest (city,
office). Use a maximum of 5 columns for location (for example: Country, State, City,
Building, Floor).
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CSV EXAMPLE

"Network","NAT","Country","State","Site","Building","Floor"
"10.0.0.0/24","","United States","New York","NYC","300 Madison","33"
"10.1.5.100-10.1.5.250","","United States","New York","NYC","300
Madison","30"
"10.2.1.0/24","10.2.2.200-10.2.2.205","United States","North
Carolina","RTP","Pinnacle 3005","5"

Import locations

Each time you upload a CSV file that contains locations, any existing locations in Discover
are removed and replaced with the hierarchy in the new file.

1. From the Discover Home page, go to Settings . Click Locations.

2. Click Import Locations and upload the CSV file you created.

3. A list of locations is displayed on the Locations tab. You can search the locations as
needed. To export a filtered CSV file based on the search results, click Export.

4. The location values are evaluated and applied to the interfaces list during the next
scheduled Discover import process.
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Assign location permissions

You can assign user group access to data in Discover based on location. When a user group
is granted permission to a location, the users in that group can see only interfaces that are
in the specified locations.

CAUTION: Before any locations are assigned permissions, all users can see all
locations. After any permissions are assigned for locations, a user must be assigned
location permissions to see interfaces. Tanium Administrator and Discover
Administrator users can see all interfaces.

1. Create a user group that has access to the Discover module. See Tanium Console
User Guide: Managing User Groups.

2. From the Discover Home page, go to Settings . Click Permissions.

3. Select user groups and associated locations. If a location has child locations, all the
children are selected.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_user_groups.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_user_groups.html
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Click Save.

Location results

Locations are evaluated and applied to interfaces during the import process of a discovery
scan. You can use location data in the following places in Discover: 

l Interfaces > Summary page: 
l Filter by location.

l The All Interfaces totals show for all users, but interfaces in grid show only
what is permitted for the user based on their assigned permissions.

l Interfaces pages: You can add Locations as a column to the grid.

l Create Profile page: When you are configuring a profile, you can set scan inclusions
and exclusions based on locations. See Configure profiles on page 28.
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Labels

Create labels to group interfaces by various attributes, such as organization or team,
manufacturer. You can also mark devices that are not managed by Tanium, including
printers, IP phones, and networking devices such as routers and switches.

Label interfaces manually

You can define multiple labels for a single interface. Label information is stored with the
inventory in Discover and is preserved from one scan to the next.

CREATE LABELS

l You can label interfaces in several of the Interfaces pages. Select the interfaces that
you want to label and then click Label. Create a label or apply an existing label to the
selected interfaces.

l To create a label from the Labels page, go to the Discover menu and click Labels,
then click Create.

Note: You cannot manually add an automatic label to an interface. Automatic labels
are only applied to interfaces based on the label conditions. See Managing interfaces
on page 36.

MANAGE LABELS

Manage labels in the Labels view. You can use a JSON file to import or export labels.
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l To import or export your label definitions, click Import Labels or Export All.

l Click a label to view the label details. You can see which interfaces are connected to
the label, export, edit, or delete the label. If you delete a label, the label is removed
from all the related interfaces.

IGNORE INTERFACES

When you ignore an interface, it is removed from the list of interfaces, and is added to the
list on the Interfaces > Ignored page. An ignored interface is not included in views or
counts.

l To ignore interfaces, select interfaces and click Ignore, or create an automatic label to
ignore interfaces.

l To start tracking an interface again, update the interface on the Interfaces > Ignored
page.

If you ignore an interface with an automatic label, you cannot override the ignore with a
manual setting on the interface. You can only unignore an interface that was manually
ignored with the Ignore button.

MARK INTERFACES AS UNMANAGEABLE

By default, the Unmanageable OS Platforms predefined automatic label defines which
interfaces are marked as unmanageable, and show up on the Interfaces > Unmanageable
page.

l To manually mark an interface as unmanageable from an Interfaces page, select
interfaces from the list and click Mark Unmanageable. This action applies the
label: Manually Marked Unmanageable.

l To automatically mark interfaces as unmanageable with custom criteria, use the Mark
Unmanageable label activity. See Managing interfaces on page 36.

l To later mark a manually marked interface as manageable, you can update the
interface on the Interfaces > Unmanageable page.

If you mark an interface as manageable, but the interface is considered to be unmanaged
by the Unmanageable OS Platforms automatic label criteria, the interface stays
manageable.

Automatically label interfaces

When you have many interfaces to label, you might want to consider setting up automatic
labeling on your interfaces. Automatic labels are applied to interfaces each time the
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discover unmanaged interfaces operation runs. In addition to applying a label, you can set
actions to ignore, purge, mark unmanageable, or send notifications on the interfaces that
match the conditions of the label.

1. Set up automatic labeling with one of the following methods:
l When you create the label, change the type to Automatic Label.

l To make an existing label automatic, open the label in the Labels view, then
click Edit. Change the type to Automatic Label.

2. Add conditions on which to apply the label. For a list of these conditions and which
discovery methods return information, see Reference: Data by discovery method on
page 33.

MULTI-VALUE CONDITIONS

The IP Address, Hostname, and Labels conditions support matching on patterns and
ranges. Each of these conditions has a corresponding negative version. Regular
expressions are not supported.

l Has a <value> that equals: An exact match, such as 192.168.1.195

l Has an address in the range: For IP Address, a range (CIDR included), such as
192.168.1.195-192.168.1.197 or 192.168.1.0/24

l Has a <value> that matches pattern: A glob match that supports * (multiple
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characters) and ? (single character), such as 192.168.1.??? matches IP that
have three digits in the last octet

l Has a <value> that contains: A partial match for a value

l Has <value>: A match for at least one value

3. Set an activity that runs when the conditions in the label are matched. On the Labels
page, the different types of labels display differently depending on their type.

l Label: Apply a label to the interface

l Ignore: Add the interface to the list of Ignored Interfaces

l Mark Unmanageable: Mark interface as unmanageable (cannot run Tanium
Client)

l Notify: Send a notification about the interface

l Purge: Remove interfaces that match the criteria from the Discover database
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Labeling is applied to interfaces each time the results from the discovery methods are
imported.

Example: Automatically ignore or purge interfaces based on last
discovered date

To handle situations with ephemeral devices that go quickly on and off of the
network, you can set up an automatic label that either moves the interface to the
Ignored Interfaces page or removes the interface from Discover.
For example, you might want to ignore any interfaces that have not been discovered
in the last 60 days. To set up this label, select: Last Discovered, Older Than, 60 days
as the conditions, and choose Ignore as the label activity.
To remove an interface, choose Purge as the label activity. Purging an interface
completely removes all historical information about that interface from Discover. If
you want to maintain some historical information about the interface, consider using
the Ignore label activity.

Example: Automatically label interfaces by using a wildcard character

You can use an underscore (_) character as a wildcard in your automatic labels.
For example, you might want to filter the labeling on your interfaces by MAC address.
You might have the following MAC addresses:

02-0F-B5-61-AB-01
02-0F-B5-38-1F-39
02-0F-B5-98-5B-69
02-0F-B5-55-0C-21
02-0F-B5-32-FA-E1

You can set up an automatic label: Mac Address contains B5-3_-
that matches the following interfaces:

02-0F-B5-38-1F-39
02-0F-B5-32-FA-E1

View interface data

On the Interfaces pages, you can view interfaces in many different ways (managed
interfaces, unmanaged interfaces, labeled interfaces, and so on). You can customize and
filter these views, and export the results to a CSV file.
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View charts

You can view bar charts that represent the device types and locations of managed and
unmanaged interfaces.

1. From the Discover menu, click Interfaces > Summary. You can view a graph by
Manufacturer or Location.

2. To filter the content of the chart, click Filter By . You can customize the interface
type (managed, unmanaged, unmanageable), ignored interfaces, or labels.

3. To change the column data that is displayed in the chart, click Select Columns .
When you change the column data, the data in the data grid is also filtered.

l On the Manufacturer tab, select the manufacturers that are displayed for each
bar in the chart.
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l On the Location tab, select any combination of your location hierarchy to
display as bars in the chart.

Add columns to data grid

From any of the data grids on the Interfaces pages, you can customize the columns in the
data grid. Click the menu on a column. Then, sort the results on that column, add
columns to the data grid, and filter the results.

Export data

To export the current data grid of interfaces to a CSV file, click Export Data . The export
includes the data as it is currently displayed in the data grid.
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Exporting Discover data
You can export interface and event information from Discover to Tanium™ Connect. You
can also block interfaces by configuring Tanium™ Network Quarantine or a blocking
connection in Tanium Connect.

The preferred method for exporting data is to use the Discover data source in Connect. For
more information, see Export interface data to a Connect destination on page 47.

Export to a CSV file

To export the current data grid of interfaces to a CSV file, click Export Data . The export
includes the data as it is currently displayed in the data grid.

Export interface data to a Connect destination

To create reports of the interfaces in Discover to Connect destinations such as Email, File,
HTTP, Socket Receiver, Splunk, and SQL Server, create a connection. You must have
Connect 4.10 or later.

You can export interfaces with the following reports: 

All

Exports all interfaces in Discover.

Ignored

Exports interfaces marked as ignored. This list is also on the Ignored Interfaces page.

Labeled

Exports all interfaces that have a label applied, including configured automatic labels.

Managed

Exports interfaces that have the Tanium Client installed.

Unlabeled

Exports interfaces that do not have any labels applied.
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Unmanageable

Exports interfaces that were marked as unmanageable.

Unmanaged

Exports interfaces that do not have the Tanium Client installed.

Create connection to export interfaces

1. Create the connection.
a. From the Main menu, open Tanium Connect. Click Create Connection.

b. Name the connection.
In General Information, confirm that Enable is selected.

2. In the Source section, select the Tanium Discover source. Select the report that you
want to use.

3. Select a destination.

4. Apply filters. You might want to apply a filter if you are trying to export a specific
label.

For example, if you want to export all interfaces that are tagged with Lost Interface,
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apply a regular expression filter and type Lost Interface as the text to match on the
tags target column.

5. Choose format settings and schedule.

6. Click Create Connection.

Configure event notifications

You can send data notifications about Discover events to destinations such as email, SIEM,
or Splunk. To configure notifications, create a connection with Connect. The following
Discover event groups are available for configuring notifications: 

l Discover Label Notifications
l Configure a notification based on a selected set of automatic notify labels. You

can choose to create notifications for a single label, or a group of labels.

l Discover Notifications
l All labels: Create notifications for all configured automatic notify labels.

l New unmanaged interface: Discover found a new unmanaged interface in your
environment. This behavior is controlled by the pre-configured New
Unmanaged Interface label.

l New managed interface: Discover found a new managed endpoint in your
environment. This behavior is controlled by the pre-configured New Managed
Interface label.

l Lost interface: Discover found an unmanaged interface that was formerly
managed. For an interface to be marked as lost, it must:

l Not show up in the Managed Interfaces page for one day

l Have a value in the Last Discovered column

l Show up as an unmanaged interface as a result of active discovery
methods in the last 4 hours (Nmap scan, connections, or simple ping
script)

This behavior is controlled by the pre-configured Lost Interface label. To
update the conditions that determine a lost interface, change the default
settings for the Lost Interface label.

Prerequisites

l You must have Connect installed. For more information, see Tanium Connect User
Guide: Installing Tanium Connect.

https://docs.tanium.com/connect/connect/installing.html
https://docs.tanium.com/connect/connect/installing.html
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l You must have the Connect User role to create a connection. For more information
about configuring user roles, see Tanium Core Platform User Guide: Assign roles to a
user.

l Verify that the automatic labels that you want to use for the notifications are
configured to generate a notify activity and provide the correct data. For more
information about automatic labels, see Managing interfaces .

Configure notifications in Connect

1. Create the connection.
a. From the Main menu, open Tanium Connect. Click Create Connection.

b. Name the connection.
In General Information, confirm that Enable is selected.

2. Configure the data source.
a. In Source, select the Event source.

b. Choose the event group that you want to use.
l For the Discover Label Notifications event group, select the labels for

which you want to send notifications.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_users.html#Assign_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_users.html#Assign_roles
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l For the Discover Notifications event group, select one or more Discover
events for which to send notifications.

3. (Optional) Filter the data.
You can optionally filter for new items, regular expressions, numeric operators, or
unique values from data columns.

4. Configure the connection destination.
Select any of the connection destinations that are listed in the Select Destination
menu. Common choices for notifications include Email, SIEM, and Splunk. However,
you can use any of the available destinations. For more information, see Tanium
Connect User Guide. Complete the required fields and click Create Connection.

https://docs.tanium.com/connect/index.html
https://docs.tanium.com/connect/index.html
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Block network access with Network Quarantine

With the Network Quarantine shared service, you can set up a network access control (NAC)
solution to block and unblock interfaces based on MAC or IP address.

Configure a NAC

For information about setting up either a Palo Alto Networks Layer 3 firewall or Cisco
Identity Services Engine (ISE) to quarantine endpoints, see Tanium Network Quarantine
User Guide.

Quarantine or unquarantine interfaces

After you configure a NAC in Network Quarantine, you can quarantine or unquarantine an
IP or MAC address from Discover.

You must have Network Quarantine User role to perform the quarantine or unquarantine
action. For more information about configuring user roles, see Tanium Core Platform User
Guide: Assign roles to a user.

1. From the Discover menu, click Interfaces. Select one or more interfaces.

2. Click Quarantine or Unquarantine. The menu displays the available NACs that were
configured in Network Quarantine.

3. After the IP or MAC address is quarantined, the row is highlighted on the Interfaces
page.

https://docs.tanium.com/network_quarantine/
https://docs.tanium.com/network_quarantine/
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_users.html#Assign_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_users.html#Assign_roles
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Troubleshooting
To collect and send information to Tanium for troubleshooting, collect log and other
relevant information.

Collect logs

The information is saved as a compressed ZIP file that you can download with your
browser.

1. From the Discover Home page, click Help , then the Troubleshooting tab.

2. Click Collect.
A discover-support.[timestamp].zip file downloads to the local
download directory.

3. Attach the ZIP file to your Tanium Support case form or send it to your TAM.

Tanium Discover maintains logging information in the discover.log file in the
<Module Server>/services/discover-service-files/discover.log
directory.

View Discover scan ranges

You might want to see the ranges that are scanned before you run discovery, or to
troubleshoot discovery that has already run. To see the calculated gaps between the
managed interfaces, use the Discover Scan Range and Discover Scan Range - Unix sensors.
The Discover Scan Range - Unix sensor is for Solaris and AIX platforms.

For example, you might use the question: Get Computer Name and Operating System and
Tanium Client IP Address and Discover Scan Range and Discover Scan Range -

Unix from all machines. The results display the range between each of the managed
endpoints and its forward and backward peers.

Problem: No results from running a scan

To return results, Discover tools must be distributed to the endpoints. If you do not see
results:

n Check the configuration of the Discover action group. See Add computer groups to
Discover action group on page 19.
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n Check the status of the Discover action group. From the main menu, go to Actions
> Scheduled Actions.

Problem: Some endpoints are not scanning

You might find that some endpoints are not scanning. For example, the question: Get
Discover Last Scan Range from all machines returns [no results].

Try adjusting the Start at time of the scheduled action to a few minutes after the Start
Time of the configured scan window in the profile.

1. Get the start time of the start window for your profile. From the Discover menu, click
Profiles. Hover over the profile_name and click Edit . In the Scan Window section,
note the value of the Start Time setting.

2. From the Main menu, click Actions > Scheduled Actions. Click the Tanium Discover
action group.

3. Select the scheduled action that is associated with the profile. Choose Discover
Content - Execute Scan [profile_name] or Discover Content - Execute Scan for non-
Windows [profile_name]. Click Edit.

4. Edit the Start at time to start a few minutes after the Start Time you found in your
profile.

FAQ: Why is the number of managed interfaces higher than the system
status?

If you compare the number of managed interfaces in Discover, you might notice that the
number is often higher than the number of Tanium Clients that are reported on the System
Status page.

This disparity is expected. Interfaces are unique MAC addresses. One Tanium Client with
multiple network interface controllers (NICs) displays as multiple interfaces in Discover.
Virtualization software can increase the number of interfaces reported for a computer, if
the computer has multiple virtual machines running.

Uninstall Discover

1. From the Main menu, click Tanium Solutions. Under Discover, click Uninstall. Click
Proceed with Uninstall to complete the process.

2. Delete any remaining Discover-related scheduled actions and action groups. For
more information, see Tanium Console User Guide: Delete an action group.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/action_groups.html#Delete
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3. Check for Discover artifacts on your endpoints. Ask the question: Get Has Discover

Artifacts = "true" from all machines. If any endpoints are returned by this
question and you want to clean the artifacts off the endpoint, contact your TAM.

4. Check for Discover plugin schedules. From the Main menu, click Configuration >
Common > Plugin Schedules. If plugin schedules exist for Discover, contact your TAM.
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